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Abstract
In order to determine the points at which meeting discourse changes from one topic to another, probabilistic models
were used to approximate the process through which meeting transcripts were produced. Gibbs sampling was used
to estimate the values of random variables in the models, including the locations of topic boundaries. The paper
shows how discourse features were integrated into the Bayesian model, and reports empirical evaluations of the
benefit obtained through the inclusion of each feature and of the suitability of alternative models of the placement of
topic boundaries. It demonstrates how multiple cues to segmentation can be combined in a principled way, and
empirical tests show a clear improvement over previous work.
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I

Introduction

Much work in computational linguistics attempts to discover latent structure in corpora of natural
language texts through an inductive process. Probabilistic generative models provide a natural way of
solving this problem, describing a hypothetical process by which texts are created. Bayesian inference can
then be used to infer the latent structure in observed text. This paper provides an example of how
probabilistic models describing structure in texts can be estimated using Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC), a sophisticated Monte Carlo technique, with the samples produced providing a way to
reconstruct the process that generated the corpus. Our system inferred distributions over words that
characterized topics discussed in meetings, and variation in the topics under discussion throughout the
meetings. This exemplifies how MCMC can be used to perform probabilistic inference in complex
generative models even when the training data has the full complexity of unrestricted natural language, as
might be encountered in a conversation among a group of people in a meeting.
The methods of Bayesian statistics are coming to be applied more widely within the field of
computational linguistics, providing tools for inferring latent structure from linguistic data. Several recent
papers have used MCMC to sample from posterior distributions over random variables in probabilistic
models of language. These papers have addressed a wide range of different aspects of language structure,
and have typically been trained in an unsupervised way using large quantities of naturally occurring text
(for example [1]). Reference [2] showed how a probabilistic model called Latent Dirichlet Allocation can
be used to analyze texts as probability distributions over a number of topics, each topic being made up of
a probability distribution over words. This approach captures the fact that the topic of a document plays a
large role in determining the frequency with which different word types occur in it, while allowing for the
possibility that a document might be better modeled as a blend of different topics, rather than as a single
topic. We follow [3], [4] in using MCMC to sample from the posterior distribution over random variables
in a Latent Dirichlet Allocation model, and extend [5] which used this approach to find topical structure
in transcripts of meetings.
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We used the automatic speech recognition transcript of the ICSI meeting corpus [6] and evaluated our
algorithm’s segmentation performance on the 25 out of the 75 meetings for which a manual segmentation
was provided by [7]. The ICSI corpus was concatenated into one long transcript, and the generative model
was then used to infer the locations of the topic boundaries. (Boundaries between meetings were not
marked in the training data, so these were treated as boundaries between topics in the same way as the
within-meeting topic boundaries.) When the discussion in the meetings switched to a different topic, we
could expect the distribution over topics which best modeled the utterances from that point onwards to
change significantly. Such changes thus give an indication of the points in the transcript at which the
topic of the meeting may have changed, and is one of the cues that was used to infer topic boundaries.
We expect discourse close to topic boundaries to differ from discourse in the middle of topics in more
ways than just the vocabulary used; we therefore included various other discourse features in the set of
observed variables in the probabilistic model. Each such feature was associated with an utterance (rather
than with an individual word). One of these features, cue phrases, took an integer value corresponding to
the number of a predetermined set of cue phrases occurring at the beginning of an utterance within a
window around the target utterance. The set of eleven cue phrases was taken from [7], and they were
extracted via correlation with topic boundaries in the same corpus; they include phrases such as "okay",
"anyway", and "so". The other five features were all real valued. The silence feature corresponded to the
proportion of non-speaking time in the window about the current utterance; speaker overlap corresponded
to the proportion of time in the window in which the speech of different speakers overlapped; speaker
activity measured changes in which speakers were talking in the current window compared to the
previous window; average and median segment length were the mean and median length of all utterances
which were partly or wholly in the current window. We also included the LCSeg lexical cohesion
measure [7] as a feature: this is a measure of cohesion between utterance windows based on the presence
(or otherwise) of lexical chains (sequences of repeated word stems). Features such as these have been
shown to improve segmentation performance in discriminative segmentation approaches [7], [8].
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The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II overviews previous approaches to topical segmentation.
Section III describes our basic generative model, and then Section IV reports how we estimated the
posterior distribution over the variables in this model using Gibbs sampling. Section V describes how
discourse features were integrated into the basic model, and Section VI describes a range of different
models of the placement of segment boundaries. In Sections VII, VIII and IX we report the results of
empirical testing, firstly evaluating the relative effectiveness of the different models of segment boundary
placement, next the effectiveness of each feature, then the relative contribution of the text of the transcript
and of the discourse features, and finally the effect of the hyperparameters. In Section X we summarize
the results, and assess the main contributions of this work.
II

Finding Topical Structure in Meetings

A number of previous approaches have been taken to the problem of segmentation of text and speech
transcripts. Some of these approaches have been based only on differences in the distribution of words in
parts of the text dealing with different topics [9]-[13], while others have focused on features that are
indicative of topic boundaries [14]-[17]. Direct quantitative comparisons between these approaches are
difficult, due to differences in corpora and evaluation procedures, but generally, the greatest success has
been achieved by combining both kinds of cues into a single system [7], [8], [18], [19].
A slightly different approach is to make a generative model that represents the process by which the
documents were produced [20], [21]. We can model a meeting transcript as having been generated as a
concatenation of segments of text, each on a separate topic. Each segment can be modeled as a series of
words, randomly sampled from a probability distribution over word types that defines the current topic.
The assignment of words to topics and placement of segment boundaries can then be inferred by inverting
this generative model, with the probability that the meeting was generated by a particular set of topics and
segment boundaries corresponding to the joint probability of the transcript and the variable settings
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defining that exact set of topics and boundaries. Such a model therefore allows both topics and the topical
segmentation of a transcript to be learned simultaneously.
Reference [5] used this approach to model meeting transcripts as concatenations of sections of text on
different topics, except that Latent Dirichlet Allocation was used to model each topical segment as a
probability distribution over topics, with each word token being assigned to one particular topic. By
making a direct comparison to the LCSeg system [7], it was possible to show that the system reported in
[5] achieved similar performance to previous approaches to the same problem which also did not use
discourse features (Pk = 0.32, WD = 0.36 for [7]; Pk = 0.33, WD = 0.35 for [5]). The best overall
performance on this task appears to have been obtained by [8] and [22] who used supervised learning,
unlike [5] whose system was unsupervised. Reference [22] used SVMs to classify each utterance either as
a topic boundary or not, based on the words it contained. Reference [8] achieved a modest improvement
in performance by using transductive SVMs to incorporate discourse features into the original system.
Maintaining the goal of unsupervised segmentation of meetings, our work extends [5] by integrating
discourse features into the generative model. It also investigated the effect of changing how the length of
each topical segment in the meetings was modeled. The results reported in [5] concern the manual
transcription of the ICSI corpus, not the ASR transcription we used, and also used a different evaluation
procedure (see Section VII), so those Pk and WD results are not directly comparable to ours. We focus on
comparing the relative performance of extensions to our model, and then perform a separate evaluation to
make a direct comparison to the best result reported in [8]. Our primary goal is to show how probabilistic
models can be used to integrate multiple sources of information about text structure, an approach that we
believe has the potential to be applied to a wide range of problems in computational linguistics.
III

A Generative Model of Multi-topic Discourse

The generative model of meeting transcripts is summarized in Fig. 1, which shows which variables are
dependent on which other variables. The corpus is a list of U utterances, and the uth utterance contains Nu
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words. The total number of word types is W and w is the list of all utterances in the corpus in order. wu is
the words contained in the uth utterance. wu,i is the ith word in wu. Each utterance is modeled with a
probability distribution over T topics, indicating how likely it is that the words in the utterance belong to
each of those topics. (We should note that these topics are quite distinct from the topics that form the
topical segments of the meetings.) Reference [5] investigated the effect of using 2, 5, 10 and 20 topics on
the overall segmentation performance, and concluded that performance was hardly affected by the
number of topics. Therefore we have followed Purver et al by using 10 topics throughout this paper.
A variable c records whether or not a new topical segment begins at each utterance, and so whether the
distribution over topics is different to that for the previous utterance. If the value of this variable for the
uth utterance cu is 0, then the distribution over topics for this utterance (θ(u)) is the same as for the
previous utterance (θ(u-1)), which is the case illustrated in the diagram. However, when cu is 1, a
completely new distribution over topics is sampled for the current utterance (and for all the following
utterances up to the next utterance for which cu is 1). The first utterance must start a topical segment, so c1
is always 1. However, normally there will be many utterances in each topical segment, so for most
utterances we would expect c to be zero. We let P(cu = 1) = π, so that π effectively specifies the expected
number of segments. Later a variety of methods are introduced for controlling the value of π, including
setting it to a fixed value, but initially its value is sampled from a symmetric Beta distribution with
parameter γ. The extension of the model to incorporate discourse features (fu in Fig. 1) is introduced in
Section V.
The distribution over topics θ(u) specifies the probability that each word token in the utterance belongs to
each of the T topics, the probability of it belonging to topic t being θt(u). Whenever a new topical segment
begins (cu = 1), and so the distribution over topics changes, a new value of θ(u) is sampled from a
symmetric Dirichlet distribution with parameter α, and so
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P(" (u) ) =

#(T$ ) T (u) $ %1
&t=1("t )
#($ )T

(1)

where Γ(⋅) is the generalized factorial function.

!
A variable z records the topic to which each word token in the corpus U is assigned, the topic assignment
of the ith word token in the uth utterance being written zu,i. Each topic Tj specifies a multinomial
distribution over word types which is written φ(j), and in which the probability of each word type is φw(j).
Like with the distributions over topics θ(u), each distribution over word types in a topic is sampled from a
symmetric Dirichlet distribution, this time with parameter β, so

P(" ( j ) ) =

#(W$ ) W
(" w( j ) ) $ %1
W &w=1
#($ )

(2)

The model under which a whole meeting transcript is generated first requires setting c to specify at which

!

utterances new topical segments begin. A distribution over topics (θ(u)) is then sampled for each such
utterance, and copied to each other utterance up to the start of the next segment. A distribution over word
types φ(j) is also sampled for each topic j. The word tokens of the transcript are then generated for each
utterance by first sampling a topic for each word from the distribution over topics for the utterance, and
then sampling a word type from the distribution over word types for that topic. This process generates a
complete corpus, a set of topics defined in terms of the probability of each word type occurring in each
topic, a distribution over topics for each topical segment, and a segmentation of the corpus into topical
segments. The hyperparameters of the model (α, β and γ) were all fixed at 0.01, consistent with the values
used in previous models of this kind [3], [5].
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Fig. 1. The Probabilistic Generative Model showing a Single Discourse Feature. Nodes in the graph
correspond to random variables, and links indicate dependency structures. Heavy borders on a node
indicate observed variables. Boxes around sets of nodes indicate replication of a structure the number of
times shown in the corner of the box. Variable names and descriptions appear in the text.
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IV

Gibbs Sampling of Model Variables

The above has specified a probabilistic Bayesian model for multi-topic meeting transcripts, but does not
provide any way to determine which settings of the model’s variables have the highest posterior
probability with respect to the particular meeting transcripts that we wish to analyze. We would generally
expect that those variable settings would be the ones that most closely reflected the process by which the
data was generated, and they should therefore give the best estimate of the points in the meetings at which
the discourse changed to a different topic. With complex high-dimensional models, like the one used here,
one common scheme for finding settings of random variables that account well for the data is MCMC,
which allows variables to be sampled from the distribution induced by inverting the generative model
[23]. While MCMC does not allow the settings of variables that have the maximum a posteriori
probability to be determined directly, if a large number of such samples are produced, they can be
averaged to produce an estimate of the posterior distribution over settings of each variable. Most
importantly in the case of the present model, if many samples indicate that a topical segment boundary
should be placed at a particular location, then it is much more likely that there is a change of topic at that
point than if only a few samples indicate that a boundary should be placed there.
The basic idea behind MCMC is to define a Markov chain with a stationary distribution that corresponds
to the distribution from which we wish to generate samples. After a large number of iterations, the
Markov chain will converge to this stationary distribution, and samples from the Markov chain will
behave similarly to samples from the target distribution. The particular flavor of MCMC used here was
Gibbs sampling. In Gibbs sampling the underlying Markov chain is defined to be the result of sampling a
new value for each variable in the model conditioned on the current settings of all the other variables.
This is done in turn for each random variable, and this procedure is repeated over a large number of
iterations, until it is believed that enough changes have been made that the current variable settings are
independent of their settings before the current series of iterations was begun (i.e. the Markov chain has
converged). The settings of the variables at this point are recorded, and kept as one sample, and the
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process is then repeated. In some cases it is possible to show how many samples need to be taken in order
for MCMC to produce a reliable estimate of the posterior distribution over values of the random variables,
but in the case of complex models, such as the one used here, this is not possible. However, our empirical
investigations did not find a significant improvement when the number of samples collected was
increased beyond 200 (obtained from a single run at intervals of 1000 iterations), and so all results
reported here were obtained in this condition.
In order to apply Gibbs sampling to the present model, we need to sample over the discrete variables,
namely each individual value of c and z, each time taking into consideration the settings of all the other
values of these variables, and the words in the meeting transcripts w. (The continuous random variables π,

θ and φ can be integrated out, and so there is no need to sample over alternative values for these
variables.) We therefore need to obtain an expression that allows us to calculate values for P(zu,i  z-(u,i), c,
w) and P(cu  c-u, z, w), so that we can sample new settings for zu,i and cu. (z-(u,i) means the settings of all
the values of z except the one for the ith word in the uth utterance, and c-u means the settings of all the
values of c except the one for the uth utterance.) Reference [5] showed that

P(zu,i | z"(u,i),c,w) #

n (twu,i) + $
(t )

u)
n (S
z u,i + %

(S u )

n. + W$ n.

(3)

+ T%

where Su is the set of utterances sharing the same topic distribution as u, t is the topic to which zu,i makes
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an assignment, and the n terms all represent counts. n (tw u,i) is the number of times word type wu,i is assigned
u )
to topic t in z, n.(t ) is the total number of words assigned to topic t in z, n (S
z u,i is the number of times the

!

topic that is assigned by zu,i is used in Su. and n.(Su ) is the total number of topic assignments in Su (which

!

! assignment under consideration, zu,i.
is equal to the number of words). These counts exclude the topic
!
Purver et al also showed that when cu = 0
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T

P(c u | c"u

0

$(n t (S u ) + % ) n + '
0
t=1
(S 0u )
N
+ 2'
$(n. + T% )

&
,z,w) #

(4)

and when cu = 1

!
T

T

1

1

(S u"1 )
u)
+ % ) & $(n (S
+ %) n + '
t
$(T% ) &t=1 $(n t
1
t=1
P(c u | c"u ,z,w) #
1
1
T
(S u"1 )
(S u )
$(% ) $(n.
) + T%
$(n. ) + T% N + 2'

(5)

where n0 is the number of utterances for which cu = 0 and n1 is the number of utterances for which cu = 1.

!

N is the total number of word tokens in the corpus. The length of the segment containing cu will vary,
depending on whether cu is 0 or 1, as cu defines whether or not a new segment begins at utterance u. If cu
= 1, then a new segment S1u will start at the present utterance, and the previous segment will be S1u"1. If cu
= 0, then the utterances in S1u"1 and S1u will both merge into a single larger segment S 0u . The above counts

! and the utterances in either S0 or both S1 and S1 as appropriate. n!(S) is the number of
exclude cu itself,
u
u"1
u
t
! in segment
!
!
times topic t is used
S, and n.(S) is the total number of topic assignments
in S, where S can be
!

!

!

!

any of S 0u , S1u"1 or S1u . This completes the specification of the basic model, and of how samples were

! concerns itself with extensions to this model, and evaluations of the
obtained. The rest of this paper

! effectiveness
!
! of each extension in comparison to this baseline.
V

Modeling Discourse Features

As noted above, properties of the discourse other than the transcript itself might give clues about where
there was a change of topic. Discourse features were incorporated into the Bayesian generative model by
introducing a new variable fu indicating the features of utterance u, which depends only on the segment
marker cu. Features will be useful in segmentation only if their values at utterances where new segments
begin have a different distribution to their values at other utterances. We can therefore model the set of all
values of a feature f with two distributions, one of which describes all those feature values for which cu =
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0 and another all those feature values for which cu = 1. Generatively speaking, we generate a feature value
for each utterance using whichever of these distributions is appropriate given the value of cu for that
utterance. Each feature is treated independently of all other features, so it is unproblematic to add any
number of features, even though the following discussion only makes reference to a single feature.
The approach used here does not introduce any further discrete latent variables into the generative model,
so when sampling we still only need to sample over individual values of z and c, but we must now take f
into account as well as w. However, as word topic assignments z are not dependent on f given c (which
can be seen from the structure of the graphical model in Fig. 1), P(zu,i | z-(u,i), c, w, f) is equal to
P(zu,i | z-(u,i), c, w), and so we need make no change to the equation obtained by [5] for sampling over z.
We do, however, need to obtain new equations that we can use to determine P(cu | c-u, z, w, f), so allowing
us to sample values for c taking into account the dependence of the features on c. We can begin by noting
that, as (c, z, w, f) is simply (c-u, z, w, f) and cu together.

P(c u | c"u ,z,w,f) =

P(c,z,w,f)
P(c"u ,z,w,f)

(6)

Using the chain rule, and noting that the word topic assignments are independent of c for a given z, and
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that the probability of f depends only on c, we can obtain

P(c u | c"u ,z,w,f) =

P(c)P(z | c) P(f | c)
P(c"u )P(z | c"u ) P(f | c"u )

(7)

The first two terms on the right hand side of equation (7) are unchanged from the previous version of the

!

system (see [5]). Hence we can incorporate utterance features into the existing sampling procedure simply
by multiplying each of the values obtained by the original equations, (4) and (5), by the third term,
reflecting the probability of the features given this segmentation. (Where there are multiple discourse
features, we need to multiply in this term for each one in turn.) However, as P(f | c-u) is constant over
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alternative values of cu and relative rather than absolute probabilities are sufficient for Gibbs sampling,
when sampling a value for cu we need only compare the value of P(f | c) when cu = 0 and when cu = 1.
A

Real Valued Features

Real valued features were modeled under the assumption that both those values occurring at segment
boundaries and those values occurring elsewhere are normally distributed, but the mean and variance of
the distribution in each case is unknown. Following [24], we model the distribution over the variance with
an inverse chi-square distribution, and the distribution over values of the means with a normal distribution.
Reference [24] gives a probability density function for feature values, which in the case of discourse
features fu for which cu = 0 is
P(fu | cu, f-u, c-u) ~ ta0 (µ0, σ02(1 + 1/λ0))

(8)

where

λ0 = λ + n 0

(9)

a0 = a + n0

(10)

µ0 =

!

"µ + n 0 f 0
" + n0

(11)

$n 0
(µ # f 0 ) 2
$ + n0
a + n0

(12)

a" 2 + (n 0 #1)s0 +
2

"0 =

and n0 is the number of features for which c = 0, s0 is the variance of the sample for those features for
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which c = 0, f 0 is the mean value of features for which c = 0 and σ2, a, λ and µ are parameters of the
prior distribution. More specifically these parameters are the mean prior variance σ2, the confidence in
that!prior variance a, the prior mean µ, and the confidence in the prior mean λ. It was not expected that
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the exact values of these parameters would have a significant effect on the results so σ2, a, and λ were
simply set equal to 1, and µ to 0.
The function t in equation (8) is Student’s t, and when this is expanded we obtain

$ (a + 1) '
#& 0
)
% 2 (
P( f u | c u ,f"u ,c"u ) ~
$
$a '
#& 0 ) a0*+ 0 &1+
%2(
%

"
$
$
'2 '
&
&
))
&
1
f " µ0 ) )
1+ &
&
)
a0 & $
1'
1 ')
&
)
& + 0 &1+ ) ) ))
,0 ( &%
% % ,0 ( ( (

a 0 +1
2

(13)

In this equation π is the mathematical constant, and is hence distinct from the variable π referenced

!

elsewhere in this paper. The corresponding equation for features for which cu = 1 will be exactly the same,
except that those symbols with subscript 0 will be replaced by ones with subscript 1. These equations can
be used to derive a probability for the whole set of features as follows
(14)

P(f | c) = P( f u | c u ,f"u ,c"u )P(f"u | c"u )

However, we in fact need only to calculate the relative probability of P(f | c) for the two alternative

!

settings of cu. As P(f-u | c-u ) is not affected by the value of cu it can be ignored during sampling and we
need only calculate probabilities for P( f u | c u ,f"u ,c"u ) for cu = 0 and cu = 1.
B

Count Features

!
A somewhat different approach was needed to model the cue phrases discourse feature, as this feature is a
count, rather than a real value. However, as before, if this feature is to be useful in segmenting documents,
it must have a different distribution at the start of segments to elsewhere. Therefore count features were
also modeled using two probability distributions, one for those feature values for which c = 0 and another
separate distribution for those feature values for which c = 1. The distributions used were Poisson
distributions, and a Gamma distribution with its shape parameter q fixed at 2 and its inverse scale
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parameter r fixed at 1 was used as a prior over the rate parameter of each Poisson distribution (see [25]
for details). The probability of feature fu when cu = 0, given all the other features and c, is therefore given
by

P( f u | f"u ,c) =

r q #(t 0 + n 0 (q "1) + 1)((n 0 "1)(r + 1)) t 0 " f u +(n 0 "1)(q"1)+1
#(q) f u! #(t 0 " f u + (n 0 "1)(q "1) + 1)(n 0 (r + 1)) t 0 +n 0 (q"1)+1

(15)

where the sum of all features for which cu = 0 is t0. A parallel equation can be obtained for the case in

!

which cu = 1, by replacing t0 with t1 and n0 with n1. When sampling, we need only calculate P(fu | f-u)
when cu = 0 and when cu = 1, and multiply these values in to the probabilities obtained for cu based on the
other features and the words. There is, however, a special case when there is only one feature for which c
= 0 (or for which c = 1). In this case we cannot obtain P(fu | f-u, c) by dividing P(f | c) by P(f-u | c), because
there are no features other than u, and so the set of features f-u is empty. In this case fu is the whole set of
features f, and so

P( f u | c) = P(f | c) =

VI

r q "(t 0 + q)
"(q) f u! (r + 1) t0 +q

(16)

Alternative Models of Segmentation

!
In the original generative model, the probability of a new segment starting at any point, P(cu = 1), is
determined by a variable π giving this probability directly. (Although there is a Beta distribution over
possible values of this variable, so the variable itself is integrated out. This approach is henceforth
referred to as VariPi.) However, this approach does not seem to model segment lengths very well, as it
forces the prior distribution over segment lengths to be geometric, which, as can be seen in the results
below, produces oversegmentation when features are used. One alternative approach would be to make
the probability of a topic break at u conditional on the value of cu-1, but as the inferred segmentation
would normally contain occasional topic breaks separated by many utterances for which cu = 0, we would
expect to gain little if any advantage from this approach. However, we considered a variety of other
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approaches to modeling c by replacing π with a range of different functions. If these new priors improve
performance it could either be because they more accurately reflect the behavior of participants in
meetings, or it could simply be that they direct the model towards the latent structure in the meetings that
corresponds to the gold standard, and away from any other types of latent structure that may also be
present. Here we do not attempt to distinguish between these two possibilities, but simply consider any
prior that produces a closer match to the gold standard to be better model of c for our present purpose of
inferring the topical structure of the meetings.
A

Fixed π

The simplest solution to controlling the number of segments is simply to fix the value of π. As π is the
prior probability of a segment starting at each utterance, this effectively defines the expected number of
segments, and so π was fixed at 0.0755 to reflect the number of segments marked in the gold standard
(179 of 23,703 utterances for which a segmentation was provided were the start of new segments).
However, if the transcript were best described by a generative model containing a different number of
segments, we would expect the final number of segments to be a compromise between that number of
segments and the expected number as defined by π. Under this solution, the prior distribution over
segment lengths remained geometric.
In the equations which are used during the sampling procedure, the prior probability for alternative
segmentations shows up only as the rightmost term in equations (4) and (5). Therefore, if we change the
model of where new segments begin, we need only replace these terms. It is straightforward to show that
if we fix the value of π then we need only replace the term in equation (4) with (1-π) and the one in
equation (5) with π. This reflects the fact that equation (5) describes a situation in which there is one more
segment than the situation described by equation (4), which instead has one more utterance which is not
the start of a new segment, and hence we multiply in either the a priori probability of a new segment
starting or not starting at utterance u.
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B

A Poisson Distribution over Segment Lengths

An alternative approach is to model the length of each segment (how many utterances it contains) with a
Poisson distribution. This allowed a distribution over the length of segments to be used, making it easier
to eliminate very short segments. A gamma distribution with the same hyperparameters (q and r) as those
used for the count features was used as a prior over the rate parameter of this Poisson distribution.
When sampling over a particular value of cu, we need only compare the probability of the two segments
that would result if the value of cu was 1 (those being the segment ending just before u, and the segment
beginning at u) with the probability of the single segment that would result if cu were 0, and the two
segments merged into one big one. c implicitly defines the lengths of all the segments, and it is easier to
discuss this prior in terms of segment lengths than in terms of segment boundary locations, so we will use
s to denote the set of lengths of all the segments, s1 to denote the length (in utterances) of the segment that
would end just before the u if cu were 1, and s2 to denote the length of the segment that would begin at the
current utterance were cu 1. The length of the segment that would take the place of these two shorter
segments if cu were 0 would be equal to s1 + s2. We should note that any setting of s can alternatively be
expressed in terms of a setting of c.
The total length of all segments (in utterances) will be equal to the number of utterances in the corpus U.
The number of segments in the whole corpus if cu is 0 will be written dc = 0 and the number of segments if
cu is 1 will be written dc = 1. We can note that
dc

=0

= dc = 1 – 1

(17)

By the chain rule. the probability of the single large segment, given all the other segments is

P(c u = 0 | c -u ) = P((s1 + s2 ) | s"( s1 +s2 ) ) =

P((s1 + s2 ),s"( s1 +s2 ) )
P(s"(s1 +s2 ) )

!
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(18)

where (s1+s2) denotes the segment in question, and s"( s1 +s2 ) denotes the set of all segments except (s1+s2).
Therefore

P(c u = 0 | c"u ) = P((s1 + s2 ) | s"(s1 +s2 ) ) =

!
(19)

rq
"(U + dc= 0 (q #1) + 1)((dc= 0 #1)(r + 1))U +(d c=0 #1)(q#1)+1
"(q) "(U # s1 # s2 + (dc= 0 #1)(q #1) + 1)(dc= 0 (r + 1))U +d c=0 (q#1)+1 (s1 + s2 )!

!

The probability of the two smaller segments given all the other segments is

!

P(c u = 1 | c"u ) = P(s1,s2 | s"s1 ,s2 ) =

P(s1,s2 ,s"s1 ,s2 )

(20)

P(s"s1 ,s2 )

# r q &2
"(U + dc=1 (q )1) + 1)((dc=1 ) 2)(r + 1))U +(d c=1 )2)(q)1)+1
=%
(
U +d (q)1)+1
s1!s2!
$ "(q) ' "(U ) s1 ) s2 + (dc=1 ) 2)(q )1) + 1)(dc=1 (r + 1)) c=1

!

(21)

Like with the fixed π model, equation (19) can be used to replace the rightmost term in (4) and equation

!
(21) the rightmost term in (5).
C

Sampling a New Value of π for each Segment

An alternative approach would be to keep π, but to sample a new value of this variable independently for
each new segment. The actual value of π in each case would be integrated out. The key effect of this
change would be that the length of one segment would no longer be so directly dependent on the length of
the other segments, as lower values of π would come to dominate the posterior for longer segments, and
higher ones for shorter segments. The distribution over segment lengths would therefore no longer be
geometric.
Under this approach, the probability of a complete segmentation of the corpus c would depend not only
on the number of utterances for which c = 0 and for which c = 1, but also on the order in which the
utterances for which c = 0 and c = 1 occur. We must therefore treat each segment separately, and then
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obtain the joint probability of c for the whole corpus by multiplying together the probability of the
segmentation of each individual segment. As a segment always starts with an utterance for which c = 1,
and all other utterances it contains have c = 0, we can write
1

(22)

P(c) = & $ " (1# " ) si #1 P(" )d"
si %s 0

where s is the set of all segments, and si is the length of each particular segment in s. If we again use a

!

symmetric beta distribution over π then we obtain
1

P(c) = ( & " (1# " ) si #1
si 's 0

$(2% ) % #1
" (1# " )% #1 d"
2
$(% )

(23)

$ "(2# )"(# + 1) ' n1
"(si + # *1)
=&
) ,
2
"(# )
%
( si +s "(si + 2# )

!

(24)

where n1 is the number of utterances for which c = 1.

!

We can obtain the conditional probability P(cu | c-u ) by dividing P(c) by P(c-u). (Note, however, that we
cannot obtain P(c-u) simply by applying the equation for the probability of c but omitting cu, as was the
case with the other approaches to modeling segment length. This is because the probability of c in this
case depends not just on the number of utterances for which c = 1, but also on their order.) When cu = 1,
we create two short segments of lengths s1 and s2 in place of the long segment of length (s1 + s2) that
would result were cu = 0. P(c-u) will be constant over the two alternative values of cu. For different values
of cu however, the value of n1 and s is different. n1 will be one greater when cu = 1 than when cu = 0.
Changing cu from 0 to 1 will split one larger segment into two smaller ones, so s will differ as to whether
it contains the one large or two small segments. However, all other members of s will be identical for cu =
0 and cu = 1, and so can be replaced by a constant h, as can any other terms that do not depend on the
value of cu. We therefore obtain one equation for when cu = 1
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P(c u = 1 | c"u ) = h

#(2$ )#($ + 1) #(s1 + $ "1) #(s2 + $ "1)
#($ ) 2
#(s1 + 2$ ) #(s2 + 2$ )

(25)

and another for when cu = 0

!
P(c u = 0 | c"u ) = h

D

#(s1 + s2 + $ "1)
#(s1 + s2 + 2$ )

(26)

A Distribution over the Number of Segments

!
The results below show that with most of the above approaches, there was a tendency for too many
segments to be produced. In order to allow the number of segments to be controlled more closely, a new
model of segmentation that specified a distribution over the number of segments in the meetings was
introduced. This distribution (henceforth referred to as DNS) had a sharp peak when the number of
segments was close to the number in the gold standard, and much lower probabilities for values
considerably different to this number. This clearly makes the inference problem easier, as the system now
no longer has to infer an appropriate number of segments, but it allowed us to determine whether
discrepancies with the gold standard were mainly caused by the incorrect placement of segment
boundaries, or by a tendency to segment at different level of granularity. In an application of the system
the exact number of segments would be unknown in advance, but this parameter could be used to
determine how fine-grained a segmentation of the corpus should be obtained. It was however still
necessary to use a distribution over the number of segments, as if the number of segments had been
completely fixed then no segments could have been added or removed during sampling. It might appear
that the same effect could have been achieved with the other models of segmentation by setting the
hyperparameters to appropriate values, but there is no easy way to determine at what value to set the
hyperparameters in order to produce the desired number of segments, and any one setting might result in
quite different numbers of segments in different samples.
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The distribution over the number of segments, d is given in (27), and has an integer parameter Ω , which
corresponds to the peak of the distribution, and which was set at 603 to reflect the number of segments in
the gold standard. Two other parameters Δ and Ξ control the shape of the distribution, and were set at 1.1
and 3 respectively, so creating a strong preference for settings of c for which the number of segments was
close to that in the gold standard.

P(d) =

c

(27)

( d #$ )
"
%

c is a normalizing constant that ensures that the total for all possible values of d is one, and so that this is

!

a valid probability distribution. (There can only be a finite number of values of d, as it must always be
between one and the total number of utterances.)
In terms of the generative model, under this approach first a number of segments is sampled, and then
utterances in the transcript are sampled uniformly (without replacement), and the segment boundaries are
placed at those utterances. The existing parts of the generative model then fill in the topic and word
assignments, and generate the features. Implementation of this approach is very straightforward, as we
simply need to calculate a the probability of d when cu = 0 and when cu = 1, and multiply these values
into the probabilities for P(cu ｜c-u, z, w) when sampling a new value of cu.

E

Combining Multiple Segmentation Strategies

While the DNS approach allows the number of segments to be controlled very closely, it returns to using
a geometric distribution over the lengths of segments, losing the benefits that were gained by the
introduction of a Poisson distribution over segment lengths and the NewPi approach. However, it is quite
straightforward to combine these approaches with the DNS model. We can simply modify the generative
model so that we first sample a number of segments, and then generate a transcript as before, but this time
we stop when the sampled number of segments has been generated. Implementation of these approaches
simply required multiplying in the prior for the number of segments when cu = 0 and when cu = 1 to the
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existing equations for calculating P(cu ｜c-u, z, w) when using a Poisson distribution, or when sampling a
new value of π for each segment.
VII

Evaluating Segmentation

We evaluated the performance of each segmentation model presented above both with and without
features, and the results are shown in Table I. The DNS model performed best overall, although when
features were used both the Poisson and the combined NewPi-DNS model were equally good. Boundaries
were marked on 0.8% of utterances in the gold standard, so FixedPi greatly undersegmented without
features, while NewPi greatly oversegmented. VariPi and Poisson produced approximately the correct
number of segments. (The percentages are averages across all samples.) All these strategies
oversegmented when features were added, but in all conditions DNS was successful in producing almost
exactly the correct number of segments, both when used by itself and when combined with another
strategy.
Table I. Segmentation Performance
Segmentation Strategy

No features

All features

% boundaries

Pk

WD

% boundaries

Pk

WD

VariPi

1.1

0.34

0.41

2.6

0.32

0.47

FixedPi

0.07

0.33

0.37

2.5

0.33

0.48

Poisson

0.6

0.40

0.48

2.4

0.28

0.36

NewPi

2.7

0.35

0.40

2.6

0.31

0.45

DNS

0.8

0.32

0.39

0.8

0.28

0.36

Poisson-DNS

0.8

0.40

0.48

0.8

0.34

0.41

NewPi-DNS

0.8

0.34

0.36

0.8

0.28

0.36
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We evaluated how closely the inferred segmentations matched the gold standard using the Pk [19] and
WD [26] metrics. Both metrics use a window that is moved over the text, and is of length equal to half the
mean length of the segments marked in the gold standard. We measured segment length, and hence
window size, in terms of number of utterances, unlike [5] who used actual times. Pk records the
proportion of times that the gold standard and the learned segmentation disagree about whether there is a
topical boundary between the utterance at the start of the window and the utterance at the end of the
window. WD records the proportion of times that the number of segment boundaries placed between
these two utterances is different for the learned segmentation and for the gold standard. For both measures
lower values indicate better performance. In order to produce a single segmentation, we averaged the
samples for c and thresholded these at whatever value produced the number of segments closest to that in
the gold standard. Unlike [5] we did not perform smoothing, as we did not find that this produced any
improvement in performance.
The DNS model clearly outperformed all other models on the Pk measure without features. FixedPi and
NewPi-DNS resulted in better WD scores without features, but worse Pk ones, but the advantage for
FixedPi can be attributed to undersegmentation. (It is a weakness of both Pk and WD that when the
boundaries in the gold standard are unevenly spaced, good scores can be obtained by placing very few
boundaries. This is because the segmentation will then be correct for those parts of the gold standard that
contain no boundaries.) The Poisson model only produced good results with features and without DNS;
without features and when combined with DNS its performance was quite poor. The other models did not
perform well with features, in some cases performing worse (probably due to oversegmentation) with the
exception of the combined NewPi-DNS model. However, this model did not result in a tangible
improvement over the DNS model alone, so the DNS model was judged to be preferable on grounds of
simplicity.
In the gold standard, there were usually short segments at the beginning and end of each meeting, but the
other boundaries tended to be spaced quite unevenly, with there being an average of 7.2 segments per
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meeting. Fig. 2 shows the gold standard and several inferred segmentations for a portion of the corpus,
covering several meetings. (It is plotted from a single sample for each condition.) We can see that the
boundaries that were placed using FixedPi were mainly quite accurate, but many valid boundaries were
omitted. The addition of features resulted in more boundaries being placed, but these new boundaries
were mainly clustered around those found without features, rather than corresponding to boundaries
missed when not using features. VariPi and NewPi (not shown here) were qualitatively similar to FixedPi,
but resulted in many more boundaries when no features were used. The Poisson distribution avoided the
problem of clustering of boundaries, but it achieved this by producing a fairly even spacing of boundaries,
which did not reflect the quite uneven spacing seen in the gold standard. DNS ensured that the number of
boundaries was always close to that in the gold standard, but otherwise did not appear to greatly alter the
properties of the segmentation (both for the simple DNS shown here, and for Poisson-DNS-and NewPiDNS).

Gold standard
FixedPi
Poisson
DNS
FixedPi (with features)
Poisson (with features)
DNS (with features)

Fig. 2. Segmentations of one part of the corpus
We measured the average distance from each inter-meeting boundary and each within meeting topical
boundary in the gold standard to the closest inferred boundary (using the DNS model), in order to
determine whether the system was more successful at detecting one type of boundary or the other. The
mean distance to inter-meeting boundaries was 0.54 utterances (s.d. 0.78) and to topic boundaries 143.2
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utterances (s.d. 153.7), showing that inter-meeting boundaries were detected with very high accuracy, but
that there was a great deal of variability in how accurately within meeting topic boundaries were detected.
Fig. 3 shows how the segmentations were obtained at a more fine-grained level of detail. The graph
shows the proportion of words assigned to each topic in a series of 40 utterances from a single sample
(obtained using DNS, without features). The height of the area assigned to each topic corresponds to the
proportion of words in the utterance at that point which were assigned to the topic. (The six topics that
were least common in this part of the transcript have been grouped together for clarity, and are shown in
white.) The white vertical line marks an inferred topic boundary. The primary cue to segmentation
appears to be the increased frequency of the striped topic after the boundary.

Fig. 3. Change in topic frequencies and an inferred boundary
VIII

Evaluating Features

We used the DNS segmentation model to determine the relative contribution of each feature towards
overall performance. We compared the results of the model with the full feature set to the results yielded
by removing one feature at a time (Fig. 4). We found that three of the seven features not only do not
contribute to good performance, but affect performance negatively. These were speaker overlap, average
segment length and median segment length. It therefore seems likely that these features indicate structure
in the transcript that does not correspond to that marked in the gold standard. By removing all three of the
offending features we were able to substantially improve the overall score of the model (Pk = 0.26, WD =
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0.33 versus Pk = 0.28, WD = 0.36 with all features). We also found that the most useful feature was
LCSEG cohesion. Removing this feature dramatically lowered performance (Pk = 0.37, WD = 0.41).

Fig. 4. Pk Values when single features were removed
Next, we investigated the relative contribution of the features on one hand, and the text of the transcript
on the other. We compared three sets of results: one set was obtained without any features (Pk = 0.32, WD
= 0.39); another set was obtained using all useful features, but not the generative model of the text itself
(Pk = 0.27, WD = 0.34); a third set was obtained using both components of the model (Pk = 0.26, WD =
0.33). We can see that the generative model of the text and the features both contribute to the performance
of the system.
In order to compare our system’s performance to that of [8], we mapped our gold standard and inferred
segmentation to be based on words not utterances and then recalculated Pk, as that mirrors the procedure
used by [8]. Like us, [8] also concatenated the meetings together and aimed to infer both inter-meeting
and within meeting boundaries. We obtained a Pk score of 0.26 using this procedure, against the score of
0.21 for the best version of the system reported in [8]. (Reference [8] did not report WD scores.) While we
cannot claim to have the best overall performance on this task, we should note that our system is
unsupervised, and so has the advantage of being much easier to adapt to other text types for which
training data may not be available, for example transcripts of meetings in languages other than English.
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IX

Evaluating Hyperparameters

We investigated how sensitive this best obtained version of the system was to changes in the
hyperparameters of the model. α and β control the sparsity of the distribution over topics within each
segment and the distribution over words within each topic respectively, with smaller values favoring
sparser distributions (i.e. fewer topics receiving high probability in each segment, and fewer words
receiving high probability in each topic). γ controls the strength of the prior on π, with smaller values
favoring more extreme values of π (i.e. those close to 0 and 1). q and r together control what frequency of
cue phrases is assigned the highest prior probability, and how tightly the probability mass is concentrated
around that value. The meaning of the hyper parameters for real valued features was described in Section
V A. We performed empirical investigations to determine the effect of each hyperparameter on the overall
performance of the system. 20 samples were collected at intervals of 100 iterations in a series of short
runs, and in all but the first case we changed the value of one of the hyperparameters to a new value. The
results of these runs, shown in Table II, show that the performance of the system is almost constant over a
considerable range of values for each hyperparameter, suggesting that the data largely overwhelms any
the prior bias due to these parameters.
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Table II. Sensitivity to Hyperparameters
Change to hyperparameters
none
α = 0.1
α = 0.001
β = 0.1
β = 0.001
γ = 0.1
γ = 0.001
σ2 = 10
σ2 = 0.1
a = 10
a = 0.1
λ = 10
λ = 0.1
µ = 10
µ = -10
q = 20
q = 1.2
r = 10
r = 0.1

X

Pk
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.26
0.27
0.26
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.26

WD
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

Conclusion

We have shown how probabilistic models can be used to detect topical structure in large text corpora.
Empirical testing revealed that integration of discourse features into the model improved performance, as
did modeling the number of topical segments in a way that was strongly biased towards the number of
segments in the gold standard. More generally, this work demonstrates how probabilistic models allow
for the highly principled integration of multiple cues to text structure, and the specification of complex
generative processes in which prior biases are made explicit and so can easily be manipulated. The use of
MCMC to estimate non-numeric variables is an essential component of this approach, as it enables the
technique to be applied even with complex models and large datasets.
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